CS TrackSystems are an innovative range of track systems designed for a multitude of sliding doorway applications.

**CS FH-CeilingMount Track** is designed to enable ceiling linings to be fixed flush with the underside of the track. This ensures the continuation of the ceiling-line through where the door slides. The track can also be painted on site to match the ceiling color.

FH-CeilingMountTrack is available as standard in a single, double and triple track configuration.

*Triple FH-CeilingMountTrack pocket door system.*
Where multiple doors are required to slide in conjunction with one another, the CS Door Collection System ensures a smooth running telescopic system (see separate brochure). The doors are connected so that there is no need for floor tracks or guides through the opening.

Door Collection System

Where multiple doors are required to slide in conjunction with one another, the CS Door Collection System ensures a smooth running telescopic system (see separate brochure). The doors are connected so that there is no need for floor tracks or guides through the opening.

How to Order

1. Choose track configuration (double or triple)
2. Specify door thickness
3. Specify track length (available in 6, 8, 12 and 24” pre-cut lengths)
4. Choose a carriage pack (one per door) - refer to Carriage Packs page
   a) M6 (200lb)
   b) M8 (500lb)
   (includes carriages, mounting plates, T-Guide, fixing screws, adjusting wrench and installation instructions)
   c) CS Door Collection System (for telescopic doors)
      (includes M6 or M8 carriage pack plus door collection system for 2 door or 3 door setup)
The **CS Door Collection System** is used in conjunction with our **FullHeight** or **TopMount** double or triple track to create an easy to operate telescopic door collection system.

The doors are connected so that there is no need for floor tracks or guides through the opening.

**Design Features & Options**

- **Pack includes:** pick-up extrusion, guides and fixing screws to allow one door to pick up the next.
- **Available for double or triple door set-ups** - simply choose your number of doors and carriage type (M6 or M8).
- **Pickup extrusion comes standard as 114” length. Can be cut to required door height.**

**Pack Components**

Kit includes carriages, mounting plates, adjusting wrench, extrusions, guides and fixing screws to allow one door to pick up the next.

**How to Order**

1. **Choose number of doors** (double door or triple door kit)
2. **Choose a carriage type:** M6 (200lb) or M8 (500lb)

**You will also require:**
- CS FH-CeilingMountTrack (double or triple) or
- CS TopMountTrack (double or triple)
Floor Channel & Bearing Guide System

Floor channel, aluminum bronze anodized with pvc insert.

Bottom guide, ball bearing roller (stainless steel) for recessed floor channel

Bottom guide, ball bearing roller (stainless steel) for surface mount floor channel

Bottom guide, ball bearing roller (stainless steel) for door bottom channel

Ball bearing single roller, stainless steel

Ball bearing double roller, stainless steel

Ball bearing, double roller, stainless steel

Ball bearing, single roller, stainless steel

Floor channel, aluminum bronze anodized with pvc insert.